The role of pathogens in the population dynamics of some mammals was considered and rejected as unimportant in the mid-20th century. In recent decades, exploration of interactions between mammals and their pathogens and of the importance of those interactions for population, community, and ecosystem dynamics has undergone a renaissance. This paper briefly introduces the topics discussed in this Special Feature and their importance in mammalian biology.
My first exposure to the interactions between mammals and their pathogens was during the "vole wars" of the 1980s. This was a period of intense debate concerning the factors responsible for population fluctuations in voles, lemmings, and other small rodents. As a graduate student at one of the battlefront institutions, University of California at Berkeley, I intentionally avoided researching this issue, but I developed a morbid fascination with both the scientific and philosophical aspects of the debate. It was apparent to me that the controversy was generated in large part by subjective differences among the major scientific players in what types of scientific evidencedescriptive, experimental, comparative, formally theoretical (mathematical models), or less formally theoretical (conceptual models)-they found most persuasive. At the same time, I was amazed by the degree to which the controversy was framed by diverse philosophical approaches to scientific inquiry.
By the 1980s, pathogens had become a casualty of the vole wars, relegated to the growing trash pile of discredited causes of population cycles. I doubt that anyone could have foreseen the 21st century renaissance of research on mammal-pathogen interactions represented by this Special Feature. Decades earlier, Charles Elton (Elton et al. 1935) had proposed that vole population crashes were caused by virulent epidemics, and his student, Dennis Chitty, later tested this "epidemic hypothesis," asking whether a disease-vole tuberculosis-could be responsible for population cycles in field voles, Microtus agrestis, in Wales (Chitty 1954 ). The conceptual model was that transmission of the pathogen increased with population density of voles, so that a higher frequency of disease would occur in dense populations, leading to epizootics. Given the high virulence of the pathogen, Mycobacterium microti, high mortality in dense populations would lead to population crashes, but once the population had declined, transmission would be infrequent and little disease would occur. Lack of disease would release sparse vole populations from regulation and allow rapid growth, which would again facilitate pathogen transmission, disease outbreaks, and decline.
In general, Chitty's data supported this model (Chitty 1996) , but ultimately he rejected the hypothesis that disease drove the vole cycle. He observed mortality not caused by M. microti in peak vole populations, as well as M. microti-infected voles during the low-density phase. He concluded that disease was not both necessary and sufficient to cause the cycle and therefore that pathogen-host interactions were unimportant in causing vole cycles. In reality, what was rejected was only a highly simplistic conceptual model of how mammalian hosts and pathogens interact, but the baby had been thrown out with the bathwater. For decades, it seemed, no one would return to the topic of the interacting population dynamics of pathogens and their small-mammal hosts.
We have come a long way since the days when the importance of disease could be dismissed because it did not explain everything. We now know that pathogens, including M. microti, can lurk in other hosts and not simply disappear when 1 host declines (e.g., Cavanagh et al. 2002) . Pathogen transmission rates can depend on concurrent host density, on recent (lagged) host density, on the proportion (but not density) of infected hosts, on host behavior, on the abundance of arthropod vectors, or all of the above (Cavanagh et al. 2004; Ostfeld 2011) . We know that pathogen species rarely if ever occur singly inside hosts and that different pathogens can interact, affecting one another and the health of the host (Jolles et al. 2008; Telfer et al. 2010) . We know that the effect of pathogens on hosts extends beyond the population level to that of the community with which the host interacts (Holdo et al. 2009; Kunz et al. 2011) and that the structure and diversity of entire host communities can affect infection dynamics within any given host species (Dearing and Dizney 2010; Ostfeld and Keesing 2012) . Finally, we know that the effects of pathogens can interact strongly with those of food supply and predators (Schauber et al. 2005; Pedersen and Greives 2008; Vandegrift et al. 2008) .
This Special Feature explores some of these recently developing themes in the relationship between mammals and their pathogens and parasites. It arises from the eponymous symposium I organized at the 92nd annual meeting of the American Society of Mammalogists in Reno, Nevada, on 24 June 2012. I invited 4 talks representing exciting recent advances in the disease ecology of mammals, 3 of which are represented herein. Jolles and Ezenwa (2015) focus on the use of ungulates as model organisms and use a broad, ecosystem approach to explore key topics including the effects of climate change, trophic structure, and disturbance on mammal-pathogen interactions. Schauber et al. (2015) focus on 1 ungulate, the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), to ask how well formal models of disease transmission, with strictly densitydependent or frequency-dependent transmission, fare when applied to detailed data on space use and behavioral associations of individual hosts. Dearing et al. (2015) pursue the myriad ways in which the diversity and composition of mammalian communities affect behavior, abundance, and exposure to hantavirus in deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) hosts. Together, these papers provide an entrée into the diversity of interactions between mammals and their pathogens, their contexts, causes, and consequences. They epitomize the increasing sophistication of both formal and informal models, the creativity with which researchers confront those models with data, and the interdisciplinary tool kit now available for study design, data collection, analysis, and interpretation. The death of the epidemic hypothesis appears to have been greatly exaggerated.
